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ABSTRACT 
Summary: We offer a tool, denoted VISTAL, for two-dimensional 
visualization of protein structural alignments.  VISTAL describes 
aligned structures as a series of matched secondary structure ele-
ments, colored according to the three-dimensional distance of their 
Cα atoms. 
Availability: VISTAL can be downloaded from 
http://trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/~kolodny/software.html 

1 INTRODUCTION  
Protein structural alignment offers a powerful tool when predicting 
the structure and function of proteins.  Structural similarity sug-
gests shared functionality, and because structure is more conserved 
than sequence, it can also point to distant evolutionary relation-
ships.  Structural alignment programs find substructures in two 
proteins that bear high geometric similarity, and match their corre-
sponding residues.  It is often of interest to examine how closely 
these substructures match.  Also, there are many publicly available 
methods for structural alignment.  By comparing the alignments of 
different programs, we can identify the best one, effectively creat-
ing a ‘Best-of-All’ method (Kolodny, et al., 2005).  We present a 
tool, called VISTAL (VISualizing Structural Alignments), for easy 
and meaningful two-dimensional (2D) visualizations of protein 
structural alignments. 
 
The quality of a structural alignment can generally be judged by 
the number of matched residues (preference for long alignments), 
their pairwise distances in three-dimensional (3D) space (prefer-
ence for small distances), and the number of gaps (preference for 
few).  The matching of secondary structure elements (SSEs) is also 
important.  Yet a typical presentation of structural alignment only 
shows the matched residues and the position of the gaps.  In many 
structural alignment programs the Cα atoms of matched residues 
are closer in space than some cutoff value, yet the exact distance is 
not displayed.  Thus, the output in an alignment in which the 
matched residues are very close does not differ from that in which 
these residues are as far as the cutoff value.   
 
Of course, one can inspect the structural similarity of two proteins 
by looking at the superimposed structures in a 3D molecular 
viewer.  There are several drawbacks to this visualization: (1) the 
parts in the front of the viewing window obscure the parts in the 
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back.  Thus we must rotate the structures to see the details, and the 
parts in the protein core may even be obscured from all view 
points. (2) When comparing residue pairs that are not very close or 
very far away, it is hard to estimate which are closer than others.  
(3) 3D visualization is not easily presented in a manuscript.  
Lastly, when only superimposing the structures we do not see the 
alignment itself, e.g. the position of the gaps.   
 
VISTAL creates 2D pictures which describe the structural proper-
ties of protein alignments.  A protein structure is described in 
VISTAL as a series of secondary structure elements (SSEs).  The 
SSEs are calculated using DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) and 
passed as input to the program.  Here, we draw helices as rounded 
fat rectangles (residues classified as H, G, and I by DSSP), strands 
as arrows (residues classified as E and B), coil as a thick lines (all 
other residues), and gaps as dashed lines.  Matched residues are 
placed one above the other and colored according to the distance in 
3D space between their Cα atoms.  We use a color scale that 
ranges from blues for nearby distances through cyan and yellow 
for medium scale distances to reds for the furthest away ones.  The 
maximum value in the default scale is 15A, a distance above the 
cutoff value used by most structural alignment programs.  Dis-
tances greater than the maximum value are colored in pink.  
VISTAL calculates the distances after superimposing the two 
structures such that the root mean square distance (RMSD) of the 
matched residues is minimized (Kabsch, 1978).  The output of 
VISTAL is in metapost language (Hobby, 1989).  The metapost 
program then generates a postscript file with the structural align-
ment visualization. 

2 USAGE 
The input to VISTAL is: the two protein structure files (in pdb 
format), the chain ids, two secondary structure assignment files (in 
DSSP format), and an alignment file.  The alignment file lists 
which residues are matched, and can be either in VISTAL format, 
or in the output format of SKA (Petrey and Honig, 2003), Structal 
(Subbiah, et al., 1993), CE (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998), or 
BLAST(Altschul, et al., 1990).  Note that BLAST does not com-
pare the structures and thus is not appropriate for finding structural 
similarities in highly divergent sequences.  Since aligned residues 
are used to superimpose the two structures, all residues listed as 
aligned in the input file must be in the structure files.  Colors can 
be rescaled by specifying the maximal distance (the default is 
15A), or changed to grayscale for black & white pictures.  The user  
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Figure 1: VISTAL visualization of the structural alignment by SKA of 
TM1457, a hypothetical protein from T.maritima (1s12A) and DNA mis-
match repair protein PMS2 (1ea6A).  The aligned residues are colored 
according to the distance in 3D space of their C-α atoms.  We see that the 
two structures share many structural features. 

needs to store the output of VISTAL in a temporary file, and pass 
it as input to the metapost program, which generates a postscript 
file with the same name.  VISTAL alignments can also be dis-
played within a web-page.  For this, the output file must be con-
verted from postscript format to a web-friendly format such as 
jpeg; this can be done in a command line using the linux program 
convert.  VISTAL generates metapost files with images that are 
500 postscript points wide, wrapping longer alignments into multi-
ple lines.  In a web-page presentation, it can be of interest to com-
pare multiple structural alignments by displaying them consecu-
tively, using the horizontal scroll bar if necessary.  For this, we 
offer a version of VISTAL that generates metapost files that create 
multiple postscript files, each of a fixed width; these can then be 
converted to jpeg files and placed in a wide table, one next to the 
other.  See 
http://trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/~kolodny/software/vistal_example
.html for an example.  

3 AN EXAMPLE 
We visualize the structural alignment found by SKA (Petrey and 
Honig, 2003) of TM1457, a hypothetical protein from T.maritima 
(PDB code 1s12A) and the DNA mismatch repair protein PMS2 
(PDB code 1ea6A).  Using the VISTAL view, we can easily exam-
ine the accuracy of this structural alignment.  Namely, there are 
two beta-strands that align well, followed by a helix that aligns less 
well, two strands that align well, and then a helix that aligns less 
well in its N-terminal end. Finally there is a pair of well-aligned 

strands.  1s12A has a helix, after the two initial aligned strands, 
which is not aligned, and 1ea6A has two strands after the initial 
four aligned SSEs which are not aligned.  All aligned residues are 
colored in blues and cyan-yellows, indicating that the matched 
residues are positioned nearby in space.  We see that the two pro-
teins share many structural features, even though TM1457 was 
labeled “new fold” in the recent CASP experiment.  For more de-
tails regarding the significance of this example see (Kolodny).   
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